
FOR TOURISTS TRAVELING IN STYLE AND COMFORT

NEW  + 

The New Daily Tourys + is a special version done in collaboration 
with Mussa & Graziano Body Builder , with the fully support  
of IVECO BUS. Tourys + confirms to be a synonymous with 
comfort and style for tourist buses, in a compact model  
with a flexible seat layout (up to 19 passengers). 
This model features very comfortable Kiel Avance touristic 
seats with three points belts and aisle adjustment (on 
request) an easy-to-reach lowered luggage compartment 
with a luggage capacity of 2.5 m³. New high-level standard features 
such as internal LED lights and individual air conditioning vents  

can be complemented with a series of even more exclusive 
options like USB-plugs.
The new Iveco multi-media system makes travelling even more 
comfortable and enjoyable for the driver – thanks to the built-in 
satellite navigation system and the reversing camera. Passengers 
can also make use of an LCD monitor in the cabin.
Among the other equipment available are the USB ports, a fridge 
and a coffee machine: the perfect companions for long journeys.
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* Not available for the last row seats

STANDARD CONFIGURATION TOURYS +
19 Tilting seats Kiel Avance 1022 - Two tone Micromotion

3 points seatbelts on all seats

Handle on backrest*

Footrest*

Magazine net*

Driver seat covered as passengers

Lowered luggage compartment

Seats on podium

A/C Raised

Wooden floor covered with PVC Gerflor

Entry steps “Tourys”

LED lighting in corridor

Internal trim according to seats: side walls, roof, luggage racks

Pleated curtains 

Handrails covered in leather

OPTIONALS AVAILABLE
Hostess seat

Seats in leather

Seats aisle adjustment

USB-plugs

Fridge

Coffee machine

4100 L

2.5 m³ lowered luggage compartment – 19 + 1

PASSENGER SEATS ARE FIXED ON RAILS 
for more versatility: 19 seats or only 16 seats for more 

comfortable seat distance based on the customer’s needs

RAILS ON PODIUM FOR SEATS FIXING
for elevate passengers comfort and no disturbing wheel arches  

of the rear axle for easier access to the seats

ALREADY COMPLIANT WITH R66-REGULATION
very robust and safe vehicle structure  

for maximum passenger safety

OUTSTANDING DRIVELINE
for unrivaled performance with 3 liter Diesel engine  

and 8-speed automatic gearbox Hi-Matic


